But the Gardens had sunk to tlie level of the beer-garden—now without
beer. No imagination on that level could bring it back into its own. The
once distinguished Garden languished now dreaming of past glory—of
possibilities untouched, of a life different from this one of the Chicago
gridiron—as sometimes a beautiful woman dreams who has once known
honour, position, homage, but—dragged down by inexorable circum-
stance—knows only shame.
So it went on from this bad to much worse. The place changed hands
again, as they say of saloons. These new hands carved it up and over into
a dance hall. The Gardens themselves were flooded for a skating rink.
The new 'They' carried it all to the mob. For this the interiors were be-
dizened still more. They rouged its cheeks, put carmine on its lips and
decked it out in gaudy artificial flowers.
'They3 painted the chaste white concrete sculpture in more irrelevant
gaudy colours, stencilled more cheap ornament on top of the integral orna-
ment, wrecked the noble line and perfect balance of the whole. All sem-
blance of the original harmony vanished. Yes, a distinguished beautiful
woman dragged to the level of the prostitute is now its true parallel. I
often thought, 'Why will someone in mercy not give them the final blow
and tear them down?5
Now, at last, they have been mercifully destroyed to make room for an
auto-laundry. I am thankful. The contractor who removed the buildings
found them so solidly constructed that he lost more on the contract than it
was worth.
The German Monograph published by Wasmuth had duly appeared in
beautiful format. The work was a success in Germany and Darwin D.
Martin helped me to control the sale of the book in America. But the 500
copies reserved for that purpose went up in smoke when Taliesin burned.
Some thirty copies only were saved. The pile in the basement smouldered
and smoked for three days after the house had burned to the ground.
Now came relief, a change of scene as—promptly—I was called to build
the Imperial Hotel in Tokio, Japan. A commission including the Japanese
architect, Yoshitaki, and the intelligent manager of the Imperial Hotel,
Aisaku Hayashi. Both had gone around the world to find a model building.
Reaching the Middle West they saw the new houses. They were immed-
iately interested in them. Such buildings though not at all Japanese, they
thought would look well in Japan. So they came to the reconstructed
Taliesin, Taliesin II, to see me. Taliesin itself impressed them. Said
Hayashi San? CI am taken back to Jimmu Tenno's time.' He fell in love
with the place as did his gentle wife, Takako-San,
Hayashi's young Takako-San was a beautiful presence at Taliesin at this
time, with her exquisite Japanese wardrobe. I regret so few pictures have
been preserved for others. Very quiet and reserved in manner, she was
very frankly curious about everything, especially our foreign ways. One
evening at dinner she said, 'Wrieto-San, what means "goddam"?'
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